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Welcome back:
Who would have thought that the past 18 months or so would bring about such a change in our lives — many thousands
of deaths due to Covid, no hugging loved ones, no socialising, no spectator sports, and for the members of the Silver Lure
SAC, NO FISHING!
Thankfully, and hopefully, we can put all of this behind us and take up where we left off back in March 2020.
We have Boat outings organised!
We have Shore outings organised!
We have a new Committee in place, and we have a membership listing which is extremely healthy, both in terms of numbers and ability.

Our new committee is made up as follows;
Chairman—Gordon McFall
Secretary—Bob McRae
Treasurer—Robert Swan
Minutes Secretary—Ross Buchanan
Shore Convenor—Ross McKay
Winter Boat Convenor—Ian Campbell
Summer Boat Convenor—Pete Crawford
Webmaster—Peter Crawford
Trophy Custodian—Chris Don
Fish Recorder—Robert Swan
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Treasure’s Report:
Robert Swan has kindly agreed to continue for the time being as Club Treasurer—thanks Robert!
He is the man to see for payment of your club dues (£20.00) and also for membership of the club’s 100 Club monthly draw.
No doubt we will hear more from Robert in the months to come.

Shore Report
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Proposed October Shore Outing
Shore Convenor — Ross McKay

The first Shore Section meeting will be held between Crarae Point and the stone pier before The Bistro, on the
30th October 2021.
Please see the Club Forum for further details.
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Club Boat—Oban 16th October
8 of us sailed today from Oban pier with skipper Jack on board MV Creagallan on an almost flat calm water.
Wind speed was predicted around 2mph and increasing ever so slightly throughout the day. The day was clear and with
those conditions Jack reckoned that Spurdog could well be the target for today.
Stopping for mackerel proved fruitless so late in the season with only a few Joey mackerel smaller than your hand appearing. Everyone had plenty of frozen bait anyway, so it was now onto the fishing mark, drop anchor and settle down.
Fishing was very slow with an occasional LSD coming aboard including the more sought after Black mouth dogfish.
Around 11.30 there were 2 reports of people being stuck hard on a muddy bottom in a depth of approx. 520ft and you can
imagine the shaking heads and muttering of, "You are into a skate". 1 line snapped and Wee Pete persevered with his rod
bent double for easily 30 minutes with the occasional slippage of line and the rod tip nodding. He knew this was a skate and
for him this was to be an arduous and long term fight of man against fish. To be fair we all thought he would lose the skate
as he was using 3 size 2/0 Hokkais baited with tiny mackerel strip. Finally the fish lifted its nose and slowly Pete took
charge to land the skate weighing 117lbs. An incredible achievement on Hokkais by anyone's standards. He kept the picture of the almost straightened hook as a souvenir.
Daniel was into a bit of a rod bender and brought in the sweep winning fish of a Spurdog at 11Lb 15oz.
A few other spurs were caught though most of them appeared after the tide slackened and around 3pm with just an hour of
fishing time left.
In total there was 68 fish caught and no angler blanked.
A wonderful day out was had and it was a pleasure to start the Winter boat in such fine Autumnal weather and a beautiful
location with islands surrounding us and a porpoise providing some entertainment as it swam about.
Please note that it was decided on the day, that this boat would NOT count towards the Annual Boat Championship.
Next Club boat is Loch Etive (most likely) on the 27th November 2021, with skipper Leigh and the pertinent page on the
Club Forum is now open for names.

Should the boat be over-subscribed then a draw will take place, to decide the lucky 10 who will be on board.
DATES FOR THE DIARY
December 11th - Most likely venue Loch Etive with Jack
January 16th— Loch Etive, with Leigh
February 13th—Loch Etive with Jack
March 13th—Loch Etive with Leigh

Members Fishing Reports
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Ross McKay/Gordon McFall
Organised a wee outing to Loch Etive with Gordon McFall for a long overdue catch up and a wee blether about
how things have been at the club since I was last involved.

Meeting at my house for the drive up I noticed Mr McFall never had a shelter with him so I grabbed a spare for
him before we set off and I'm sure he was glad I did! The weather for the first half of our session was a constant
downpour.
We headed for a mark on the North Shore in the hope of catching a few Spurs or anything else that may be lurking in the deeper water, opting to fish either side of low water to make the most of the mark.
The fishing wasn't the best but within an hour or so I had a small Cod that put up such a big fight in the strong
tide I was sure I was into something a bit bigger than what come in.
We were trying all the usual baits - Bluey, Mackerel, Squid & Sand eel, Gordon finally got a bite and was rewarded with a very welcome Doggy and soon after managed a lovely wee Thornie.
I got another good rattle and the last fish for me was a nicer 4.4lb Cod to round off a fairly quiet night,
It was just nice to catch up and get back on the shoreline after a fair absence, by the time we were finished the
clouds had cleared leaving an amazing starry sky and on the road back towards the church we met one of the
local Stags who plain refused to get off the road for a few minutes.
Fishing wasn't the best on this occasion but I cannot wait to get back up there to try again,
Tight Lines
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Bob McRae
First week of my summer holiday found me and the wife in a caravan at West Beach at Hopeman near Lossiemouth.

I had managed to pack a small LRF outfit and had a spell fishing in the local harbour/marina.
I was using a rod which was rated for casting 1—7 grams, and a 1000 size spinning reel, along with some artificial worms on a 3 gram jig head.
Fishing was slow to begin with, as much down to me getting used to the lighter kit more than anything, but as
the tide changed onto the flood, the rod rattled and bent double as the first of three Flounder came to me in
quick succession.
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Allan Picken
Had a successful days fishing down in Greenock yesterday.

Using my LRF rod with size 10 hooks with 2 or 3 maggots as bait and I was catching a variety of small fish,
when bang, the rod bent over and fish on.
Reeled in and had to play the fish which was fun on
such a light rod. It turned out to be a 2.2lb Cod.
I brought it in to the wall and a friend hand balled it in
for me.

Decided to go on a Wrasse hunt, so off down to the
Kentallen area.
I tried using float and bait fishing with no luck. Maybe
not fishing deep enough so tried drop shotting a couple of wee shrimp feathers, tipped off with a wee bit
of fresh prawn.
The LRF rod bent over as I struck, and the fish dived
into the rocks. Gave it a couple of minutes and it was
out again. Got it reeled in and hand balled it up the
rock and found it was a big Wrasse and a wee Pollack
on the same line.

Key Dates and Upcoming Events
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Planned Winter Boat Outings
November 27th— Oban/Etive with Jack
December 11th - Loch Etive with Jack
January 16th— Loch Etive, with Leigh
February 13th—Loch Etive with Jack
March 13th—Loch Etive with Leigh

Planned Shore Outings
Saturday 30th October 2021— Crarae Point/
Bistro
• Fishing 12pm > 6pm

Further outings to be confirmed in due course

Boats from April onwards are classed as Summer outings!

Picture 1—Heaviest
fish on boat to Daniel
Keegan.

Picture 2— Pete Crawford and the Skate,
estimated at 117 lbs
based on skippers
measurements.

As club member’s you are all welcome to have some input into the club newsletter, so
if you would like to write an article, a how to guide, share a fishing trip, story or even if
you’ve caught a big fish and you’d like some bragging rights please get in touch with
SilverLureSecretary@gmail.com
and I’ll be more than happy to include it in the newsletter

